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Background The Irish Paediatric Early Warning System (I-PEWS) and associated National Clinical Guideline No.12 was developed in response to a ministerial mandate as a funded workstream of the National Clinical Programme for Paediatrics. I-PEWS is a multifaceted approach to improving patient safety and clinical outcomes, based upon the implementation of several complementary interventions, including 5 age-specific paediatric observation charts incorporating a PEWS scoring tool and escalation guide, promotion of effective communication using the national standard (ISBAR communication tool for patient deterioration), timely nursing and medical input, and clear documentation of management plans.

Objectives I-PEWS was developed to improve prevention, recognition and response to children at risk of inpatient clinical deterioration in Ireland. For a defined period, national implementation was overseen by a Working Group of stakeholders and supported by a National Coordinator.

Implementation strategy Over a three-year period, we piloted and refined the PEWS charts and associated education and facilitated national implementation of the Irish PEWS in 29 public hospitals. We developed a centrally-delivered, standardised training programme to establish hospital-level PEWS Trainers. Locally nominated PEWS Leads and Trainers were supported by regular communications, site visits and remote support culminating in a paediatric patient safety celebration day to mark the conclusion of the Working Group and Coordinator involvement. National Key Performance Indicators (KPI) were developed to demonstrate adherence to National Clinical Guideline recommendations by the local governance bodies to include development of locally applicable continuous education standards and regular audit to promote frontline ownership of the change.

Results Implementation of PEWS was challenging due to the number of sites involved and the different specialties, resources and levels of engagement within each. The four quarterly KPI reports from 2018 demonstrate inconsistency in implementation and embedding of PEWS.

21 of 29 (72%) hospitals overall report full compliance with the standards set out in the KPI suite. Issues include (ranges indicate variance in reporting across quarters): no local governance group (33%) no provision for continuous education programme for nurses (1–4 hospitals) or doctors (3–5 hospitals) all admitted children are not monitored using PEWS (1–2 hospitals) audit practices are not as recommended (1–3 hospitals) outcome data is not being collected (4–6 hospitals)

Learning Implementing a national QI initiative is complex. The flexibility for locally relevant adaptations is essential for applicability and buy-in. The KPI data demonstrates a deficit in implementation standards and should be addressed by the Irish health service.
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Introduction Neonatal encephalopathy (NE) is a clinical syndrome characterized by disturbed neurologic function. Severity of NE is based upon standardised neurological examination. In determining eligibility for therapeutic hypothermia (TH), both national and international guidelines require this standardised assessment be performed in the first six hours of life. The appropriate documentation of this early assessment is essential to ensure appropriate management is provided.

Aim To assess if the grade of encephalopathy, and/or a complete neurological exam, was documented among infants admitted with NE when determining eligibility for TH.

Methods A retrospective chart review of infants admitted with NE over a one year period was performed. Approval to conduct this audit was obtained from the local clinical research ethics committee. The documentation of all assessments conducted following admission was reviewed; data points collected included if a grade of encephalopathy was recorded, and details of any neurological exam documented. The results were presented to staff and trainees, in tandem with educational sessions on performing and documenting a standardised exam. A planned re-audit will be conducted after a 6 month period.

Results Thirty-one patients were admitted with NE over a 12 month period (November 2017 to October 2018, inclusive). Of these infants, twenty-four received TH, and seven did not.

During the first six hours of life, an overall grade of encephalopathy was documented in only nine (29%) infants admitted with NE. The majority of infants, 28 (90%), did have at least part of a neurological exam documented during this time, however three infants had none documented. Among